
KRISKADECOR
Kriskadecor creates fully customised projects made with aluminium chains, 
offering architects and interior designers a wide range of solutions: space dividers, 
wallcoverings, ceiling features, interior and exterior cladding, lighting elements,
and any other special structures you can imagine.

www.kriskadecor.com
info@kriskadecor.com
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‘Interior Makers’ gathers the best Spanish interior 
design products at Dubai Downtown Design 
exhibition from 8th to 12th of November 2021. 

Curated and designed by UAE-based Spanish architect and university 
professor Juan Roldan, ‘Interior Makers’ has been conceived to become
a reference for Spanish interior design products worldwide. Eight handpicked 
brands will be showcasing Spain’s ability to create astonishing interiors 
through each one of their pieces.

Indoor and outdoor furniture, intense living and playful products, lighting, 
artisanal design rugs, handcrafted porcelain and leather products,
and decorative objects will be carefully displayed at Downtown Design
at stand D10.

SOL & LUNA
Committed to the luxurious craft of leather, best describes the artisans of
Sol & Luna, a Spanish manufacturer and retailer which has become internationally 
known for its objects and furniture elegantly covered in leather. Sol&Luna
focuses on using vegetal cow leather to form a product line of sustainable
goods combined with an unparalleled standard of excellence. 

www.solxluna.com
solxluna@solxluna.com

RS BARCELONA
RS Barcelona designs driven by passion to create iconic pieces. Searching for 
the beauty in simplicity and focusing on the exquisite nature of details to make 
authentic and exceptional game tables and furniture. Designs that transform
any space bringing a touch of exclusivity. Indoor and outdoor pieces that can
be customised to make them unique.

www.rs-barcelona.com
info@rs-barcelona.com

BÕLN
Bõln’s story began with the development of a new technology that improves
the properties and versatility of polyurethane foam used in furniture design.
The robust and compact pieces created with this technology are surprising 
because of their organic and colorful look and their soft, comfortable feel. 
Colorful or neutral environments, permanently arranged or changeable, indoors 
or outdoors... You will be amazed by the amount of styles and settings you can 
achieve with the Bõln collections. A new furniture brand with a versatile proposal 
for shared spaces, based on its own original technology called Flexyskin.

www.boln.eu
hello@boln.eu

NANIMARQUINA
With +35 years’ experience, nanimarquina has become an international benchmark 
in contemporary rugs for Indoor and Outdoor use.  The company offers custom
and bespoke solutions for any kind of space all over the world.  With profound 
respect for tradition and the environment, nanimarquina’s rugs are made with 
ancient techniques in India and Pakistan. 

www.nanimarquina.com 
info@nanimarquina.com

COSENTINO
Cosentino Group is a global family-owned company that produces and distributes 
high value innovative surfaces for architecture and design. With the involvement of 
its customers and partners, this leading company imagines and anticipates design 
solutions that offer value and inspiration to people’s lives. This goal is made possible 
through  its technologically advanced surfaces which allow create unique spaces 
and designs for the home and public spaces.

www.cosentino.com/en-ae
infomiddleeast@cosentino.com

NOMON
NOMON is the leading company of indoor clocks and furniture accessories.
We create avant-garde pieces, contemporary and visually stunning, through
artisan processes. NOMON designs and create visually stunning pieces,
where the clock ceases to be a mere accessory and becomes the protagonist.

www.nomon.es
export@nomon.es

LLADRÓ
For more than sixty years, Lladró has deployed its unparalleled know-how in the 
field of porcelain in its only factory in the world, in Valencia. Each piece is delicately 
made by sculptors and artisans in an entirely handcrafted process that combines 
age-old techniques with its own unmistakable palette of colors. Lladró also explores 
the vast creative potential of porcelain in collaborative projects with renowned 
contemporary artist and designers. 

www.lladro.com
blegleye@es.lladro.com

https://www.spainisin.com
https://www.interiorsfromspain.com/interiors/en/index.html
https://www.spainisin.com/fair/hospitality-design/

